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Abstract. To detect replica nodes in a wireless sensor network, we pro-
pose a distributed, deterministic and resilient (DDR) replica detection
protocol developed from a witness node based strategy. In DDR, while
a location claim message of each node is sent towards the designated
verification location in the network, the consistency of the messages is
verified at intermediate nodes en route to its final destination. Com-
pared with previous replication attack detection protocols, DDR achieves
better computation and communication performance due to the use of
symmetric key cryptography only and early replica detection.
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1 Introduction

To interact with sensitive data through the wireless sensor network (WSN), it
is imperative that various security issues are addressed. One of the most cost-
effective ways of disturbing the goal of WSN, a node replication attack has
begun to be paid attention [1]. In this attack, an adversary who has captured at
least one sensor node makes millions of clones out of them, and surreptitiously
redeploys them into the network. Since these cloned nodes have the same security
information as the original node, if undetected, they can be used to launch
insidious inner attacks: making authentication mechanisms useless, mis-routing
packets, subverting data aggregation protocols, or revoking the legitimate nodes
[2]. For detecting the replication attack in a distributed fashion, some methods
based on finding witness nodes have been proposed [3]-[5]. Unfortunately, they
are not appropriate for underlying sensor network technology since they are
designed on the assumption that each sensor is able to perform the expensive
public key cryptographic operations. Moreover, as the fraction of failed nodes
increases, the replica detection rate evidently decreases.

We develop the witness node based strategy and propose a distributed, de-
terministic and resilient replica detection scheme (DDR), which is based on
using of symmetric key cryptography and deterministically assigning a specific
verification location to each node. Compared with the previous schemes, the
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performance of DDR in terms of communication and computation overhead is
improved significantly.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a brief descrip-
tion on main related works; Section 3 presents the network and adversary model;
Section 4 describes our DDR protocol in details. Performance analysis will be
given in Section 5; We will evaluate the performance of our protocol in Section
6, and Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Related Works

Parno et al. [3] proposed two distributed probabilistic algorithms using the pub-
lic key cryptography, called RM (Randomize Multicast) and LSM (Line Selected
Multicast), respectively. In RM, a location claim message which was signed by
each node’s private key, is sent to a set of witness nodes randomly chosen. In
order to ensure a high detection rate (≥ 95%), each location claim message
should be sent to O(

√
N) witness nodes, where N is the total number of nodes.

In another approach, LSM is based on the fact that there exists high proba-
bility intersection for randomly drawn lines in the plane. Every intermediate
node which is responsible for forwarding messages to witness nodes verifies the
signature using the sender’s public key. .

Zhu et al. [5] proposed LM (Localized Multicast), which deterministically
maps node id to one or more groups of nodes (referred to as cell) that are
deployed in the same region. After a digitally signed location claim message
successfully reaches the predetermined cell, it is broadcast within the cell.

Conti et al. [4] proposed RED (Randomized, Efficient, and Distributed Pro-
tocol) that assumes all sensors have the same random value at any given time
through periodic beacon messages from the base station (BS). When a replica-
tion round is started, each node determines a random witness point (referred
to as wp) to be destination of the location claim message using the pseudo-
random function, which takes in the id of itself and the current random value.
After the closest node to wp receiving a signed location claim message, verifies
the authenticity and consistency of the contents of the received location claim
messages using the public key of the sender node.

3 Network and Adversary Model

We consider a network with N randomly distributed homogeneous sensors in a
WSN. Once sensors are deployed, their locations are fixed. For routing of data
through the network, any of geographic routing protocols (e.g. GPSR [8]) can
be used. Moreover, each sensor has a unique key shared with the BS and a
pairwise key with all its neighbors to support secure communications through
any of existing key establishment protocols [7]. We also assume that all nodes
participate in the replica detection protocol to pretend to be legitimate ones.

For the adversary threat model, an adversary has capability of capturing and
compromising a limited number of nodes, and fully controls them. Moreover, he
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can further produce the replicated nodes and redeploy them at any place. He also
tries to compromise nodes in a portion of network through physical or Denial of
Service (DoS) attacks to prevent cloned nodes from being detected.

4 DDR: Our Proposed Protocol

4.1 Initialization

Before deployment, the BS associates a particular location coordinate (hereafter
referred to as a verification point, vp) with each node’s id using geographic
hash function F. The vp is the destination point where each node’s location
claim message should be forwarded. For example, if area-fairness is considered
to share the burden of replica detection overheads evenly among all nodes, every
geographic coordinate in the sensing field has the equal potential to be chosen
as vp.

Let the sensing field be a q × q square area, where q is an integer. If hx :
{0, 1}∗ → Zq and hy : {0, 1}∗ → Zq are two uniformly distributed hash functions,
F can be defined as follows:

F : S → A such that F (Si) = (hx(Si), hy(Si)), where Si is an arbitrarily
chosen node id. As a result, vpi can be mapped to (hx(Si), hy(Si)).

If there are some shadow areas, where the radio communication is difficult,
these areas should be avoided to be chosen as vp. After sensors are randomly
deployed, each node obtains its geographic location through GPS [9], and then
estimates its priority weight ωu. The malicious nodes in the sparsely populated
network can be more harmful than those in a densely populated network because
their failure or compromise may lead to a disconnected network [2]. Based on
this fact, we only consider the number of neighboring nodes to determine ωu,
then it is defined as follows:

ωu = 2
N(Su)−1

1−d , (1)

where d is the expected average degree of neighbors of the network and N(Su)
is the actual number of neighboring nodes of Su. In Eq.(1), if N(Su) is equal to
d, then the default value of ωu is 0.5.

4.2 Replica Detection

Fig. 1 depicts a simple scenario, where two replicas Su

′
and Su

′′
exist in different

locations respectively, after an original node Su was captured and removed.
When the detection process for Su is started, Su

′
calculates an average single

hop distance du
′,

du
′ =

∑N(Su)
n=1 dist(lu

′
, ln)

N(Su
′
)

. (2)

where lu is the location coordinate of Su and dist(lu, vpu) is the Euclidean
distance between lu and vpu. Then, Su

′
estimates the expected hop count to vpu
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Fig. 1. A conceptual scenario of the replica detection process of DDR.

E([hu

′
]) =

dist(lu
′
, vpu)

du
′ . (3)

After that, Su

′
generates a location claim message L

′
u whose format is as

follows:

L
′
u = 〈Su, lu

′
, E([hu

′
]), ωu, vpu,MACk(u,u1)(Su, lu

′
, vpu)〉

Here, S1
u
′ is a randomly chosen node among the neighboring nodes of Su

′

and MAC means ”Message Authentication Code”. Similarly, Lu
′′ is generated

by Su
′′ and then forwarded to the same vpu.

If successfully done, S1
u
′ decreases E([hu

′
]) by 1 and generates a random

value between 0 and 1 . If it is less than ωu, S1
u
′ stores 〈Su, l′u〉 entry in its

buffer and verifies whether it received another location claim message from Su.
Otherwise, S1

u
′ just forwards toward vpu without storing or verifying 〈Su, l′u〉.

On forwarding the location message, if E([hu

′
]) is zero, the next intermediate

node stores 〈Su, l′u〉 entry without generating a random value. This is because the
location claim message gets closer to vpu, and thus the probability of intersection
of two paths becomes higher.

Also, even though E([hu

′
]) is greater than 0 when Su

′ reaches Sc
u, 〈Su, l′u〉

entry of the Lu
′ is stored at the Sc

u. Similarly, S
′′
u sends the location claim

message Lu

′′
including l′′u. As a result, although a collision does not occur at

any intermediate node, it might happen at Sc
u in the end. If collision is detected,

it stops transmitting the location claim message, and that node becomes the
witness node Sw

u of Su.

4.3 Replica Revocation

Sw
u , after detecting that the collision has occurred, generates a revocation request

message Lrev and delivers it directly to the BS. Lrev is defined as follows:

Lrev = 〈Sw
u , lw, Su, l

′
u, l

′′
u ,MACk(w,BS)(Sw

u , lw)〉
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Once the BS receives the revocation request message, it first checks the plau-
sibility and forgery of Lrev using a shared key with Sw

u . If it is correct, the
BS floods the replica list including Su through the network. Otherwise, the BS
adds Sw

u to the replica node list since an attacker sent the forgery of the replica
revocation message.

5 Analysis of Communication Overheads
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Fig. 2. Replica detection scenarios in two compromised areas in the network

The radio communication is the most energy-consuming operation, and the
replica detection process needs additional communication overhead. So, we should
carefully design it to reduce the number of communications. Intuitively, DDR
can detect replicas earlier than RED, and the closer the distance of replicas, the
higher is the chance of an early collision. We can consider two possible cases de-
pending on where the vp is located. Namely, the vp locates in the compromised
area whose the radius is less than or greater than that of the communication
range of the sensor R. In Fig. 2, the boundary of the compromised area is shad-
owed to be dark. In Fig. 2-(a), the shape of the compromised areas is circular
arc-shaped, which means that attack is started from the outer of the network
or some shadow areas exist around the boundary of the network. When greedy
forwarding of location claim messages fails at any intermediate node, the mes-
sages are routed along the marginal nodes in the network. However, in Fig. 2-(b),
the location claim messages are traveling nodes along the outer perimeter of the
compromised areas. Since wp is randomly selected through the network during
each detection round in RED, there has a high probability that location claim
messages encounter the shadow areas, obstacles, or compromised areas. There-
fore, finding the closest node to wp incurs significant communication overhead
in RED. In Fig. 2-(b), the witness nodes are selected among nodes in areas of
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ring of R(2 · Rc + R), where Rc is the radius of the compromised area. As the
compromised area increases in the Fig. 2-(b), the routing path for determining
the candidate node is extended linearly. However, since the witness nodes are
selected in the limited areas along the boundary of the compromised areas, the
communication costs in DDR may be significantly decreased.

6 SIMULATION

We evaluate performance of our DDR by using extensive simulations and com-
pare its performance with two existing schemes of RED and LM.

6.1 Environments

We have simulated our algorithm in a large scale sensor network with a variety
of topologies. For this, we consider network space of 500 × 500, and network
size of 2, 674 nodes (d = 20) that are randomly deployed. After we removed an
original node whose vp is a randomly chosen location in the plane, we insert two
replicas of it at different locations within the network. Specifically, we place the
first replica at (30, 30) and the other replica at various positions according to
simulation requirements. Our simulation ends when at least one collision takes
place, and each simulation results are obtained from average of 10 independent
runs. For maintaining the consistency in simulation, as depicted by the authors
of LM, after we divided the network into 10 cells of equal angular areas, we set
the number of nodes within a cell s uniformly distributed and the fraction of
witness nodes w to 10%.

6.2 Results

We first compared the detection rate of DDR with those of LM and RED when
an attacker compromises some network areas. We assumed that the nodes in the
compromised areas are disabled and do not participate in the replica detection
rounds. After we put the second replica into (100, 30), we compromise areas
with a gradually expanding radius from the destination point in RED and DDR.
For LM, we also assumed the attacker knows the destination cell of each node.
According to our simulation result, DDR shows the same detection rate as that
in RED and it guarantees the successful detection unless the network is separated
into multiple sub-networks and each replica is located in different parts.

The next experiment was carried out to measure the performance of the
network when areas around the destination are compromised. That means the
shape of compromised area is a circle in the network. Fig. 3 shows the number of
transmitted location claim messages as the compromised area is expanded from
the destination points. In this experiment, since the location claim messages
are forwarded along the perimeter out of the compromised areas in the same
direction, the collision of two location claim messages in DDR could be detected
earlier than RED. As shown in Fig. 3-(a), the communication cost in RED
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Fig. 3. Average number of location claim messages (d = 20)
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Fig. 4. The valid nodes while increasing the detection iterations

increases almost linearly as compromised areas increase. On the contrary, as the
perimeter routing is started earlier along the outer of the compromised area, the
communication cost is slowly decreased.

Next, after we set the destination point as around the boundary of the net-
work and expand the compromised areas including the destination point, we
measured the number of transmitted location claim messages. Fig. 3-(b) shows
the results. Note that in Fig. 3, the vertical axis is log-scaled. As shown in this fig-
ure, RED protocol has significant communication overheads as the compromised
areas are expanded. However, our DDR provides a fast detection and requires sig-
nificantly less communication cost than RED. In particular, in the case of known
threats by environmental, the location claim messages are prevented from de-
livering to in-hostile areas by assigning the proper vp. The last experiment was
carried out to measure the total energy consumption with enough iterations.
Fig. 4 shows the results by increasing the number of rounds with varying the de-
ployments of the second replica in the same topology. For measuring the energy
consumption, we use an energy model with the same message length of 32bytes
[6]. As shown in this figure, when the number of iterations is 3, 000, the percent-
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age of the active nodes is below 9.1% for RED, while 90.3% for DDR-ω = 0.5
and 90.0% for DDR-ω = 1. We can see that DDR performs significantly better
than RED as the number of iterations increases. This is because DDR does not
use an expensive digital signature and reduces the number of communications.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed DDR to detect hostile replicated nodes in the wire-
less sensor network. By introducing an early replica detection and using the
symmetric key cryptography, we can minimize energy consumption in terms of
communication and computation at low storage cost. Moreover, our simulation
results show that our proposed scheme can achieve high replica detection rates
even in the case that some sensor nodes are faulty without incurring excessive
resource consumptions. As a future work, we will extend our protocol to the
wireless mobile sensor network, where every sensor node can move freely in the
sensing field.
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